Skills to Develop

- Explain the difference between nuclear charge and effective nuclear charge

The reason electrons are attached to atoms is the Coulomb's law attraction between the positively charged nucleus and the negatively charged electrons. Without the nuclear charge holding on to the electrons, they would have no reason to stay in orbitals near nuclei. So it makes sense that energy of the orbitals and their size depend on the nuclear charge. For instance, equivalent orbitals get lower in energy and smaller (more density closer to the nucleus) when nuclear charge increases. (If you want to see where nuclear charge is in the orbital equations, follow this link and click on an orbital; then scroll down to see the equation. $Z_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective nuclear charge.)

There are 2 reasons an electron might not spend that much time actually right next to the nucleus, even though there is an attraction. One is angular momentum. Remember from physics that angular momentum is basically the momentum in the "around the center" direction multiplied by r, the distance from the center. Thus, if the electron is "in" the nucleus, $r = 0$, and angular momentum is 0. Remember also the second quantum number is the angular momentum quantum number $\ell$, which corresponds to s, p, d and f orbitals. For s orbitals, $\ell = 0$, and angular momentum is zero, so the electron can hang out at the nucleus. For the other shapes (p,d,f) angular momentum is not zero, and there is a node at the nucleus. So only s orbitals can hang out right at the nucleus.
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A basic illustration of orbital shapes with varying angular momentum and the nucleus being the black dot in the center.

The other reason an electron might not be able to get that close to the nucleus is because of the other electrons. Electrons repel each other, and because of the exclusion principle there can only be 2 electrons in each orbital. So think about lithium, element 3. Its first 2 electrons are in 1s. The third electron is in 2s. Because the principal quantum number is bigger, the 2s electron is usually farther from the nucleus than the 1s electrons. That means that often the 1s electrons are between the 2s electron and the nucleus. This means that the total Coulomb attraction felt by the 2s electron is smaller than you would calculate using just nuclear charge and distance, because there is also the electron-electron repulsion. This is the basis of the effective nuclear charge. Because of the electron-electron repulsions, the outer electrons in a many-electron atom feel less attraction toward the nucleus, so they feel like the nuclear charge is smaller than it actually is. So effective nuclear charge is always smaller than actual nuclear charge.

Effective nuclear charge depends on the type of electron. Electrons in s orbitals, even 4s or 5s, still spend some time right at the nucleus, and when they are there, they feel the full nuclear charge, so on average the s electrons feel a nuclear charge closer to the actual nuclear charge. Electrons in d or f orbitals really don't get very close to the nucleus, so they really get blocked, or shielded by inner electrons. They feel a smaller effective nuclear charge than s electrons. And electrons in p orbitals are in between.

An illustration of the effects of electron shielding on outer electrons.

Usually if you do any calculation of orbitals for many-electron atoms, you will use effective nuclear charge instead of
actual nuclear charge. The size and energy of the orbitals will depend on effective nuclear charge, not on actual nuclear charge. Size and energy of orbitals determines some very important chemical properties, including the size of the element (as an atom, ion, or in a molecule) and how easily it loses or gains electrons. Electrons take up most of the space in an atom, so orbital size tells you size. Losing electrons requires the energy by which they are bound, which is the roughly same as the orbital energy. Adding electrons only works if the orbital where they will go is lower energy than where they came from.

Outside Link

- [Effective Nuclear Charge](#) (10 min)
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